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NOW A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Hilarious, entertaining, and illustrated histories
behind some of life's most common and underappreciated objects - from the paperclip and the
toothbrush to the sports bra and roller skatesBrief Histories of Everyday Objects is a graphic tour
through the unusual creation of some of the mundane items that surround us in our daily lives.
Chapters are peppered with ballpoint pen riots, cowboy wars, and really bad Victorian practical
jokes. Structured around the different locations in our home and daily life—the kitchen, the
bathroom, the office, and the grocery store—award-nominated illustrator Andy Warner traces
the often surprising and sometimes complex histories behind the items we often take for
granted. Readers learn how Velcro was created after a Swiss engineer took his dog for a walk;
how a naval engineer invented the Slinky; a German housewife, the coffee filter; and a radical
feminist and anti-capitalist, the game Monopoly. This is both a book of histories and a book
about histories. It explores how lies become legends, trade routes spring up, and empires rise
and fall—all from the perspective of your toothbrush or toilet.
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Mr Night, “A fun jaunt around history. The illustrations in this book are fun, as are the bits of
history about all the things around us. The ridiculous past of things like the vacuum cleaner or
the science of instant noodles forever changed my view of them. It was especially interesting to
read about how many people claim to have invented the ice cream cone, because my
grandmother has told me that it was one of our ancestors who had invented it (apparently that
thing got invented independently all over the place).The only down side of the book is that the
author tends to see most inventions through the same lens, so after a while it gets pretty
repetitive (the same story told the same way with a different item swapped in).Despite this, it is
an enjoyable book to pick up and read a snippet or two whenever one has a moment around the
house.”

Isabel Downs, “Perfect stocking Stuffer. Simply said, I've made it the universal gift this year, good
for anyone aged 8-108; so when you're stumped for something to give rambunctious little Sandy
or grumpy old uncle Carl, you've got it. It has joined the bathroom library in our house where,
thanks to its visual and humorous elements, it has proved to be much livelier than such books as
Eggplants, Elevators, Etc. Warner clearly had as much fun writing/illustrating it as the team at
Uncle John's Bathroom Readers to whom he dedicated his book.”

FG, “Good. It’s interesting , wish there were more products we use”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fun book. My kids enjoy this book. Ages 10 and 12”

Ron H, “Entertaining. I thought the book was interesting and entertaining. I would like to read
other books by this author.”

Nancy F. Downs, “Grand piece of work. Andy Warner is something of a genius, isn't he? You can
follow his work on Slate.  His "comics" of the Middle East situation are enlightening as well.”

MingYang L., “Five Stars. Great book to own and read on the toilet or in your cube.”

Scott Williams, “Great graphics and informative stories. Great graphics and informative stories.
Bite size sections for a quick fun read whenever a spare moment shows up. I'm rereading it
already. Recommended for those who are curious and crave the odd bit of information about
those things we use and take for granted every day.”

The book by Andy Warner has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 42 people have provided feedback.
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